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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
I want to get a little deeper into the channel here. There we go.
Alright. My topic for this week is about the Winter Solstice for 2015 and then also what I put in my
Quarterly Forecast which is something that I described as a ‘Deep Crevice’.
So literally when I look at the energy coming during this time period, I see things going across, I
see a very sharp drop and a very strong spike back up. And I can’t quite see which way it will be
translated by humanity.

So looking ahead in this time period, I’m going to say be prepared for anything. That could mean
black outs, it could be something financial, it could be some natural occurrence, that sort of thing.
So be prepared basically. There is some big rift of some sort that is coming. And I see it literally
between December 20 and 1-1 or January 1. That’s the strongest time point there.
So expect the unexpected and be prepared for whatever will be and all the while making conscious
choices about what you want to experience. Things like “I choose safety”, “I choose peace”, “I
choose security”, “I choose protection”. Do your affirmations constantly throughout the day, as you
are falling asleep and as you’re awakening.
Alright Dear Ones. Thank you and my love to you.
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About Reverend Terri:
Terri Newlon is a world renowned spiritual teacher and conscious voice channel for Ascended
Master Djwhal Khul. Djwhal Khul has worked through numerous channels, including Madam H.P.
Blavatsky and Alice A. Bailey, and is well known to spiritual students. His work through Terri began
in 1980 when she studied under Janet McClure and The Tibetan Foundation, Inc., and has resulted
in an extensive online global support system of practical spiritual teachings.
She is also a gifted Health Empath and has trained thousands of mediums and psychics. One of her
specialties is instructing other natural sensitives how to turn on and off their abilities so they can
live well-balanced lives, without neglecting their own physical, emotional, mental and spiritual
requirements.
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